
THE   OUTSIDERS    ANNOTATION   RUBRIC  

NAME:____________________________________________________  

There   should   be   sticky   notes/colors/highlights   and   notes   in   each   chapter.  

1) Summarize   each   chapter  
2) Annotations   should   be   clear   and   easy   to   interact   with   (good   handwriting,   clear   ideas,   etc.)  
3) Identify   at   least   5   literary   devices   throughout   the   book  
4) Be   thought-provoking   with   your   insights,   don’t   write   down   the   “duh”/surface   statements  

consistently.   They   are   fine   once   in   a   while,   but   we   want   to   see   deeper   connections.  
 
68-75:     Annotations   were   thorough    -   the   student   made   several   meaningful   comments.   The  
comments   were   deep   and   thought-provoking,   along   with   key   devices   such   as:   made   symbolic  
and   metaphorical   connections;   pointed   out   real   life   connections;   and   identified   at   least   5   devices  
correctly   throughout   the   entire   book.   Each   chapter   was   summarized   and   notes   were   generally  
clear   and   understandable.   Used   sticky   notes   effectively   and   followed   guidelines  

60-67:     Annotations   were   fairly   thorough   -   the   student   made   a   few   meaningful   comments.   The  
comments   are   fairly   deep   and   thought-provoking   along   with   key   devices   such   as:   made   symbolic  
and   metaphorical   connections;   pointed   out   real   life   connections;   and   identified   a   couple   of  
devices   correctly   throughout   most   of   the   book.   Most   chapters   were   summarized.   Some   notes  
were   unclear/hard   to   read/follow.   Mostly   used   sticky   notes   effectively   and   followed   guidelines.  

53-59:     Annotations   were   scarce   throughout   the   book;   had   moments   of   thought-provoking  
comments,   but   overall   lacked;    lacked   devices;   most   comments   were   surface   and   made   “duh”  
statements;   regurgitated   a   lot   of   what   was   said   in   class.   A   few   chapters   were   summarized.   Many  
notes   were   unclear.   Some   of   the   sticky   notes   used   effectively;   some   followed   guidelines.  

45-52:     Annotations   were   scarce,   not   really   thought-provoking;   lacked   devices   or   none   at   all;   no  
real   effort.   Very   scarce   on   the   sticky   notes;   not   used   effectively.   Chapters   not   summarized.  

50%   -    Annotations   were   less   than   half   the   book,   but   had   some   moments   of   thought-provoking  
comments/key   devices.  

0   –    No   annotations   or   very   few   pages   of   no   real   substance  

Note:    if   all   you   do   is   highlight/underline/star,   etc.,   key   passages   but   don’t   write   anything,   you  
will   receive   a   zero   grade.  

**   DO   NOT   LOSE   THIS   RUBRIC,   AS   YOU   WILL   TURN   IT   IN   WITH   YOUR   BOOK  
WHEN   WE   ARE   DONE   READING.   **  


